Such an exciting term since February and here we are now at the Easter holidays with the daffodils out
and the sun shining brightly! It has been lovely seeing all the daffodil bulbs planted by Year 7 in the autumn all bursting into flower over the last few weeks; It has really made a difference.
Each of the Year Groups have had their “rays of sunshine” too and you will see from the reports in the T4
newsletter all the exciting events that have taken place this term. I am sure that Y11 and Y13 will wonder
what I am talking about here as they have their heads down (or should have!) working hard towards their
final exams which are now less than two months away. Their hard work will pay off; prior preparation and
planning will prevent problems and with a few more weeks of revision they have nothing to fear about
next terms examinations.
You will also read lots about our fourth annual Spring Fayre in this newsletter and we all look forward to
welcoming you into the High to visit on the 11th May.

Mrs M K Anderson—Headmistress

New draft policy consultations
Staff, students and governors have been working hard on revision two of our school policies. They are:
The Drugs Education and Incident Management Policy
The Equality and Diversity Policy
Both draft policies are available to read on the school website (“About us” drop down menu and then school policy
tab).
We have now opened a period of consultation for members of the school community. If you would like to comment on the policies please email your consultation comments to enquiries@spaldinghigh.lincs.sch.uk no later
than Friday 3rd May.

SHS Spring Fayre Saturday 11th May 2019 11am- 2pm
We are now just three school weeks away from our Spring Fayre!

Students and staff across the school have been busy planning events, stalls and activities and I know that the School
Council are very keen to spend the money raised on even more school projects! After the Easter holiday we will
write and give you a list of all of the activities and events that we have arranged but today we are focusing on the
main event which is our cake and plant sale. A final programme will be available on the day of the fayre with a prize
draw for one lucky programme owner.
On Friday 20th we are having our pre-Fayre non-uniform day to support the event and we are very keen to receive as
many donations of the following items for the stalls and sale as possible:
Homemade cakes or scones
Homemade biscuits
Shop bought cakes, scones, biscuits – all of which should be in date.
Packs of unopened seeds (in date)
Plants – named so we know what we are selling

Seedlings – named so we know what we are selling
Cuttings – named so we know what we are selling
Chocolate bars or chocolate items (in date) for the chocolate tombola
Soft toys for the teddy tombola
A rather large softie or two for the “name the softie” tombola
Books
Unwanted DVDs (please be aware of content and age rating – we cannot sell age rated DVDs to anyone below
the age classification for the DVD)
Unwanted computer, Wii, X Box, Play Station games etc although the age related point above counts here too.

Items and prizes for the raffle.
Bottles of wine for the bottle tombola (please bring these to reception rather than to school via your child!)

Non-perishable items:
Students can bring a lot of these items into school during the week beginning Tuesday 7 th May. There will be boxes
in form rooms to collect the items.

Perishable items:
Cakes, plants, perishable items etc should all be brought in on Friday 10th May and brought straight to the School
Hall.

If parents/carers are able to help on Friday 10th or Saturday 11th, please contact Mrs Knight ahead of the day.

This year we are also keen to further develop our craft stall area of the Spring Fayre. Many parents will be keen
crafters or perhaps know relatives and friends who are too. We are happy to hire a table (in the sixth form common
room or outside if you wish) for £10 per table. Items to be sold must be appropriate for sale at a school fate. If you
would like to hire a table please contact the school reception with your contact details.

Our community calendar is not just about fundraising. It is also about having fun and bringing the students, staff,
parents and the school community together. Over the last three years, our Spring Fayre raised more than £10,000
and attended by over 1000 people. We hope to welcome even more people to this year’s event and all very much
hope to see you on Saturday 11th May either as a volunteer or visitor buying items, having fun and raising funds! As
always parking will be difficult on site and so please park with consideration to our neighbours or use the Vista or
town car parks. However, our Duke Of Edinburgh Team are running a car wash on the day so if you would like
priority parking on site and your car washed as well please contact school and speak to Mr Smith! Please see our
website for further updates and information. We will also send In-Touch alerts as the fayre draws closer.

Languages Day 2019
On Friday 15th March 2019 at Spalding High School it was
Languages Day. We were ready to explore and enjoy
ourselves but this also gave us a taster to help us make
our choices for Year 9! At the start there was a talk from a
very nice gentlemen, Mr Ray Carthy, who is a linguist and
works at a worldwide company called " Funko". He was
telling us about how he was fluent in German and French
and explained what being fluent in a language actually
meant. Later on we did a quiz and then we went off to try
out some exciting languages. We learnt languages like;
German, French, Spanish, Saudi Arabian, Latin and Yoda
language. Personally I really enjoyed that day as a student
and we all asked a lot of questions! This definitely helped
us pick our choices for Year 9. At the end of the day we
did another fun quiz which ended our day with smiles on
our faces. If we ever had the opportunity to participate
again I definitely would!
By Marta Kazmierczak , 8J

The Languages Day, which was on Friday 15th March,
was a great experience for Year 8. We got to learn a variety of languages and cultures, some of which we don't
learn in school.
During the day, we got to speak to a linguistic businessman, who explained to us how useful languages are in
the business world. We got to ask questions about
where else languages are used. These included law and
airline services.
We learnt some languages that were options for Year 9.
These included Latin, Spanish and French. It was a real
help for those who didn't know what they wanted to
choose for their options. We also learnt about Saudi Arabia from a teacher who had lived there during his childhood. It was great to learn from somebody who knew
about the culture first hand. A sixth former who had
lived in the Netherlands also gave us a lesson on some
Dutch, which was really fun!
At the end of the day, we did a roleplaying activity in
which we had to put ourselves in the shoes of an English
exchange student going to live with their German penfriend. There were a number of roles in which we could
be a family member, and this was a great way to learn
some more German.
At the end of the day we received some prizes, and all in
all, it was an amazing day!
By Rachel Preen, 8P

Illumiland
**Not to be missed** - Illumiland – a festival celebrating
the works of Shakespeare with light, colour and wonder. (See flyer on website). A group of mainly 6th form
SHS students, in collaboration with ‘Emerge’ and ‘The
Mighty Creatives’ have worked so hard to produce an
amazing afternoon and evening of entertainment at
Ayscoughfee Gardens on 6th April 3pm-8pm. The event
includes a transformation of part of the house and gardens in to a ‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’ themed spectacle including an illuminated silent disco featuring
stunning performances by a professional dance troop,
film projections, Shriekspeare performances, ‘Mad
Catherine ‘, live music, art workshops, illuminated
sculpture garden, live game show, charity cakes stall
and much more. A range of refreshments will be available from Ayschoughfee Gardens café throughout the
event. Please come and support this exciting event
which is in collaboration with students from UAH, Holbeach.
Earlier in the year the students involved in the Emerge
project made two presentations. The first was to SHD
councillor Gary Taylor who was most impressed with
the creativity and professionalism of the students and
pledged a substantial amount of funding for the project. The second was held at The South Holland Centre
at an information evening for the press, representatives
from the Mighty Creatives an Arts Council funded group
and friends of the groups. This was a resounding success and the students’ work and skill in presenting was
heavily praised.
We are always happy to recycle consumables such as
black or white emulsion paint, wall paper, any unwanted paper types and fabrics, large scale flat cardboard,
mannequins, threads and wool etc.

We saw Emerge as the best opportunity to expand the arts
scene in Spalding. We have recently been running workshops around the area to get younger students involved
and engaged in art. The primary schools have been fantastic, creating lanterns and introducing the wonderful world
of Shakespeare has developed our art skills (and theirs!)
whilst having fun staging a large community event. Working within a driven team and finally drawing in the community to a new, cool event has encouraged a new perspective of what art is – and the exciting opportunities it brings.
We hope that lots and lots of people will come and support! – Holly & Elly.
The festival has been created alongside the South Holland
Centre and the Mighty Creatives with the main focus of
increasing accessibility of the arts in the community. The
festival we have created is about light and colour with a
silent disco, visual arts, live music, craft workshops and
many more activities broadening and opening the conversation around Shakespeare’s humanistic themes. The initial
processes of the creation of the festival allowed the group
to work together to create some elaborate and creative
plans for the festival whilst the latter stages focused more
on the logistical elements of putting on an event. Both
parts were equally important and gave the group of young
people, many looking to continue into the arts field in higher education, a tangible experience of working in the art
and event world. A highlight for many of us in the run-up
to the festival was visiting primary schools in the local area
to make illuminated glass lanterns that would be showcased on the day. We loved having the opportunity to talk
to young people about their ideas on arts in the area and
to diversify the experience of talking about Shakespeare.
The lanterns created in local schools will be joined by the
lanterns created on the day dotted around the magical
landscape of Ascoughee gardens. We have loved the experience of developing the Emerge festival and love to thank
George and Simon from Emerge and Mrs Kelleher and Mrs
Fisk for helping us to create this wonderful day!

Rome 2019
February half-term saw us jet off to Rome and Sorrento for
the Classics trip. First we spent two days in Rome where the
sun shone magnificently although it was quite cool. St
Peter’s basilica and a climb to the top of the cupola afforded
us a view of the whole of Rome. A gentle(!) stroll back
meandering through Rome via the Ara Pacis, Res Gestae,
Pantheon and Trevi Fountain before resting. The second day
a guided tour round the Colosseum, Palatine Hill and Forum
where Mrs Jones was very surprised and delighted to see
Dame Mary Beard taking in the sights as she researched for
her new book. After enjoying a well-earned gelato, we met
the bus to take us to Sorrento in quest of Caecilius the
following day. This year was disappointing as the street was
unexpectedly cordoned off, although we still managed to
see the impressive door oto his villa. One thing that never
disappoints though is enjoying the talent of the girls as they
spontaneously performed in Pompeii’s 2000yr old theatre,
still proving that the ancient acoustics and layout work
beautifully without microphones. It is clear to see why the
Pompeiians used to take cushions with them! Our last and
final day started at the top of Vesuvius before descending to
Herculaneum where we
were able to see a vast
array of wealth on display,
intricate
necklaces,
delicate glassware and
well-turned
wooden
tables, just some of the
many precious artefacts
on display temporarily at
the museum. The level of
craftsmanship is still to be
admired and appreciated.
Thank-you to all who came and made it a thoroughly enjoyable visit.
The next flight departs 2021!

Mrs Jones
Head of Classics

Spalding High School Equestrian Team Update
NSEA National Championships 20th-22nd October 2018: A
weekend of very mixed fortunes for the qualified team members of Helen Peach, Amy Whittington, Freya Yeomans and
Tabitha Leicester. A strong start from Freya Yeomans in the
105-110cm show jumping class with a fantastic clear round
followed by a few unfortunate poles dropping by the other
team members, leaving the team out of the placings for this
class. It was then time for the 95-100cm JWS (Jumping with
Style) team to compete over a very technical course, with
Helen Peach having a fantastic clear round leaving the team
in the top 20. The 105-110cm JWS team faced an extremely
technical course and rode superbly but collected some faults
along the way, leaving them out of the placings. However, a
good performance from the team overall in a different atmosphere at the new location for the Champs at Keysoe.

New Year, fresh start, with more qualifications for Championships already!
The 2019 competition season commenced when Spalding
High School Equestrian Team entered Forest Edge show
jumping competition on 27th January. An amazing start to the
day when Ruby Lane got a clear round in the 70cm class,
however missed out qualifying due to some exceptionally
fast ponies. The 80cm team (Emily Van Der Weyden, Rebecca
Hoyle, Annabelle Loates and Maddie Freeman) came 3rd
qualifying for the Plate Championships at Keysoe this year,
and Annabelle Loates came 1st as an individual after a fantastic round qualifying for the National Championships in October at Addington this year also. The day ended on another
high when Annabelle Loates qualified in the 110cm on Skelly
for the Plate Championships.

NSEA Plate Championships 17th-18th November 2018:
The 70cm show jumping team (consisting of Emily
Van Der Weyden, Rebecca Hoyle and Maddie Freeman) had 3 superb clear rounds followed by an unfortunate pole in a tricky course surrounded by a hectic
environment. They ended the round with only 4 faults
and only just knocked out of the placings.
It was then time for the 80cm show jumping team
(Olivia Storer, Emily Van Der Weyden, Millie Hastings
and Rebecca Hoyle) who rode brilliantly once more,
around another tricky course ending on a total of 8
faults, again only just being knocked out of the placings by one of the last teams to go! The team members all kept their cool over a very long weekend and
represented the school beautifully.

Very well done girls, the hard work and training out of
school is beginning to show. A special thank you to international show jumper Zoe Smith, a former Spalding
High School student and equestrian team member,
who has been training the team over the last few
months. As always, the team has been representing
the school with true sportsmanship and horsemanship,
along with always demonstrating determination in an
unpredictable sport. A very strong start to the new
year with plenty more competitions planned in the
near future.

Year 7 Eggstravaganza
The Easter Eggstravaganza was a huge success and
an enjoyable experience. We played lots of different games such as an Easter hunt, relay races and
a trashion show. We all got to win a prize at least
twice because we took part in a lucky dip where
the prizes were Haribos. We got into teams for 3
activities.
The trashion show consists of dressing someone
up in Easter themed costumes.
The egg catcher challenge was where we had to
build a strong structure to catch an egg, only using
a bin bag, 6 canes and sellotape.
For the relay races we used bouncy hoppers, mini
go carts, hoops, foam balls, and eggs and spoons.
We all won a prize eventually.

It was very good fun and we all enjoyed it thoroughly. We all got a bag of chocolates at the end.
Written by Francesca and Zara 7N

Friday 29th of March, 2019, held the annual year 7
‘Easter ‘Eggs’travaganza’. As part of this year 7 group
involved in the fantastic event, I can confirm that the
evening was full of fun, Easter themed activities and
great food! We first took part in a fantastic Easter egg
hunt which included having to find cards with images of
eggs and chicks and tiny, yellow chicks, the task proved
difficult, however we found everything eventually. After
this we played a game named ‘4 corners’ and we all took
part in a number of relay races, these included having to
bounce on bouncy hoppers, running with an egg and
spoon, hopping with an ‘egg’ balanced on some part of
your body, and more, after this, we had some delicious
pizza and drinks and had a break from the fun. Later, we
all got stuck in with the lucky dip- in which many prizes
were won-, a competition in which we had to build a
structure to catch an egg and an Easter themed
‘‘Trash’ion Show’. In conclusion, I think that the evening
was a success and I thoroughly enjoyed it.
- Zoe 7P

Intermediate Maths Challenge Results
Congratulations to Year 8-11 students who have
achieved a magnificent 1 Gold, 19 Silver and 41 Bronze
Certificates in the Intermediate Mathematics Challenge
2019. The top mark overall was Tilly Garfoot 11N with
77. This gains her a Gold Certificate and qualification for
the next round, the Intermediate Kangaroo on Thursday 21st March.
The Intermediate Mathematics Challenge is aimed at
GCSE students in Y9-11, but we allow top set Year 8 to
sign up on a voluntary basis. Of these eight students
who are technically ‘too young’ for this challenge we
achieved one silver and three Bronze Certificates – fantastic results.
There were also a very large number of ‘near misses’
this time around. 19 students were within 3 marks of a
bronze certificate, and 31 were within 5 marks.

Bronze Certificate (43-54)
Lillian Simpson 11J, Megan Seaman 10C, Maisie Gillett
11C, Amelie Ogden Storr 11S, Grace Wallace 10N, Aqsa
Nasim 10N, Eloise McNeill 11C, Ruby Toynton 11S, Lucy
Blackbourn 10S, Sophie Knapp 9C, Sarah Mansfield 10J,
Melissa Wales 10J, Hannah Willis 8S, Hannah Rogers 9P,
Hannah Palmer 11C, Haniya Khurram 10N, Alice Gamman
9S, Abbie Beeson 9S, Macy Tello-Espinosa 9N, Ellen Fordham 11P, Alicia Nicolaou 8J, Lily Prudham 9S, Madeline
Haunch 9S, Erin Barlow 9S, Maddie Harris 10J, Vilte Puskovaite 10J, Evie Merz 9S, Mimi Bradley Wright 9S, Sophie
Wollen 11P, Poppy Gill 10P, Caitlin Howling 10C, Emiliana
Reyes-Conway 10P, Halima Akram 9P, Tilly Hunns 9P, Emmy Gittins 11J, Isabelle Mouat 11N, Nadia Paiva 11P, Vivian
Wales
11P,
Holly
Ray
10S
Well done to all — Miss Ashley

Best In School
Tilly Garfoot 11N
Best In Year
Tilly Garfoot 11N
Georgie Van Dyke 10S
Genna Pogson 9N
Not available to Y8 but would be Olivia Derewonko 8N
Next Round: Pink Kangaroo (Y10-11, score of 73+)
Tilly Garfoot 11N
Gold Certificate (71+)
Tilly Garfoot 11N
Silver Certificate (55-70)
Katie Matthewson 11N, Georgie Van Dyke 10S, Genna
Pogson 9N, Lauren Chorlton 11J, Jess Pearce 11P, Annie
Vayro 11P, Aditi Aggarwal 10N, Bella Fisher-William 9C,
Ellie Woodrow 11C, Lucy Smith 11C, Ariana Kurji 10N,
Ellisha Cookson 10C, Daisy Rummery 10J, Jennifer
Burke 10C, Hadleigh Devlin 10S, Olivia Derewonko 8N,
Liberty Foden 11J, Jamie Damsk 11N, Ella Warren 10S

On Thursday 7th March, four intrepid mathematicians
from Year 8 represented Spalding High School in the
“Team Maths Challenge, Regional Finals” at Kings School,
Peterborough.
The day was made up of several rounds to test problem
solving, mental maths and teamwork. There was a warmup round, a cross number, a relay race and the grand finale was a shuttle round whereby the team split into two
pairs they had to run up and down the school hall to collect and pass answers, only being able to move on to the
next problem once the last problem was solved, presented and passed on! As it turns out, it is an exhausting business all this problem solving.
Examples of the warm-up problems are;
·

The product of four consecutive positive integers
is 24024. What is their sum?

·

Six years ago, Kavin was 3/5 of his current
age. How old is Kavin now?

·

Luigi’s shirts are either white, green or red. Six
are not white; six are not green; six are not
red. How many shirts does Luigi have?

·

I think of a number. When I divide 72 by one
more than my number, I get the same answer as
when I divide 54 by one less than my number. What is my number?

The team worked together exceptionally well, rising to
the challenges presented during each and every
round. They were up against some very tough competition and finished in a very respectable 7th position out of
22 competing teams!
Each pupil that competed gained a certificate of participation and a lovely UKMT pencil case. Well done to everyone that took part!

PE High Adventure 2019
On Friday 15th March, the GCSE PE group, accompanied
by Mr Farrell, Miss Pascoe and Miss Jones, set off to the
edge of the Yorkshire Dales. The purpose of this trip
was for each of the pupils to develop their skills in road
cycling and indoor rock climbing for their GCSE practical
grades. During indoor rock climbing, pupils learnt how
to independently put on a harness and correctly tie
themselves into a safety rope, as well as attempting a
number of challenging climbs, belayed by each other.
Despite some very sore arms and a few tears, all the
girls persevered until the end. After 48 hours of rock
climbing, we thought we would give their arms a rest,
so put their legs to the test by cycling up some “gentle”
Yorkshire hills. The last day of the trip saw the cycling
conclude with a 10-mile bike race on a purpose built
closed circuit. This tested their endurance and persistence after three long hard days. They applied all the
cycling techniques they had learnt, resulting in a very
competitive and close race with Aurinija coming 3rd,
Daisy coming 2nd and Dusty smashing it in an outstanding time of 37:53! All the girls were a credit to themselves and as a result have some excellent scores to put
towards their practical GCSE grade.

The U14 basketball team finished 4v4 South Lincolnshire champions

The U14 indoor football team finished runners up at the
County Futsal championships on 12th March. The event
was held at the Meres Leisure Centre, Grantham.
The U15 indoor cricket team finished runners up in the
County indoor cricket finals held on the 27th March at
Cherry Willingham Academy, Lincoln.

Snipedales 2019
The Morning
On Wednesday 27th March, my form went to Snipe
Dales and had the best time of our lives! We got on the
bus and hit the road for an hour. When we finally arrived, we split from the other form and continued on
the bus to Hagworthingham. Mrs Bennett explained
again what we had to do; measure the depth of the
river every 10cms, measure the time it took for a dog
biscuit to travel 1 meter and study the different types
of rocks in the stream. We finished the 10cm depth
measuring and continued onto the dog biscuit task, we
had many laughs whilst doing this. However, we realised that we only had 10 minutes and still had to draw
a field sketch so Olivia started sketching. However I
only saw her drawing and not annotating so I thought
of a catchphrase that lasted the whole trip- “annotate
Olivia, annotate!” We finished up and went back onto
the bus to eat lunch.
By Auguste Kiezaite, 7S
Lunch Time
During lunch, we all had fun. Talking, laughing and socialising. My group in particular had a lot of fun; we
sang telletubbies, “Bob the Builder” and “In The Night
Garden”. We also made up a song called “lemon green
tea”! It was founded by Lily Griemink. We found out
weird eating habits about each other and told funny
stories. That lunch really helped us all bond. Some funny things were:
Emily transported cheerios’ in plastic cups!
Lexi and Auguste had 64 Oreos altogether!
Abbie downloaded theme tune songs from Cbeebies
shows that morning to listen to!
Abbie’s apple got covered in cheerios’!
At the end of lunch, we all packed away ready to go to
Snipe Dales. We had so much fun and it was filled with
laughter…
By Olivia Brown, 7S

The Afternoon
The first thing we did was walk across the Snipe
Dales valleys and hills, there were quite a few cow
pats and horse poo’s but what would you expect as
there were horses and cows there not that long ago
before we arrived! The hills were quite steep in places; we found this made our trip more interesting as
we were getting a workout along with it!
Later on, when we arrived at the Snipe Dales river
we, in our groups got in and got ready to measure it.
However, we weren’t expecting it to be so deep and
muddy! To start with my boots and Maddie’s boots
filled with water and mud - helpfully this taught me
that I had quite a few holes in my boots. Not only
that but Hannah unfortunately got stuck in mud up
to her knees and needed all her class friends to help
her out; this was kind of hard as she was stuck in
quite deep but she was relieved when we finally got
her out. Even though Hannah was out, her boot wasn’t, so Mrs Bennett had to try pulling it out- she
pulled really hard but she couldn’t move it, so she
grabbed a metre stick and tried to get out and it
snapped in half! So Mrs Bennett tried one last time
to pull it out and eventually got it!
By Lexi Rogers, 7S

SPALDING HIGH

PTA CASH PRIZE RAFFLE

This year we have an exciting new venture to raise money for the extras we believe will enhance your daughters’ school experience, for
example: Equipment for the Lower School playground, licensing for
music, relevant magazine subscriptions and contributions towards
prizes.

Each pupil has brought home a book of raffle tickets (£1 each) to sell.

First prize is £250
Second prize is £100
Third prize is £50

Please help support the PTA so we can continue to support the pupils
at our school.

Finally: Congratulations to Holly Seekins and Ellen Fordham in Y11 who have both been offered a place on the Engineering Development
Trust Inspire Girls’ Residential course at UCL.
Well done girls it is a real honour to be selected!
Mrs Gregory
Head of Science

Dates for your Diary
Wed 24th April

Y7 Parents’ Evening

Mon 29th April

PTA Meeting 6:30pm

Tues 30th April

Junior Maths Challenge

Wed 1st May

UCAS Information Evening 7pm

Fri 10th May

Pre-Fayre Non-uniform day/Y12
Reports to parents

Sat 11th May

SHS Spring Fayre

Mon 13th May

Start of external examinations

Fri 17th May

Y10 Walsingham Trip

Mon 20th May

Y10 German & Spanish Orals/Y10 Art
exam

Fri 24th May

Y13 Leavers Ball/End of Term 5

